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The Paper Money article on currency of Central City, CO in the late 1800s by Q. David Bowers
(September/October 2009) mentioned that “In the late 20th century gambling was legalized in Central
City and Black Hawk, along with Cripple Creek to the south. Store fronts were converted to casinos
with banks of slot machines, and novelty shops and restaurants enjoyed good business for a time.”  

Starting in 1991 a number of casinos opened in Central City.  Some lasted for only a few months; some
lasted for several years, but many (about 30) went under, some of which were re-openings in the same place as prior
efforts. By the early 2000s the number of active casinos in Central City had dropped below 10 and a big change was
in the wind.  

Until the early 2000s the gaming establishments had used chips for their table games and tokens, coin, and
currency(in) for their slot machines. But in 2005 the Fortune Valley Casino, which is the first casino on the road in
from Black Hawk, began installing TITO using slot machines.  

These TITOs are dollar-sized.  They removed the need for handling tokens, or coin in servicing the slot
machines and reduced the labor required to operate the casino. The TITO slot machines take currency or TITOs
in and pay out with TITOs. The TITOs can then be cashed at the issuing casino cage or in more recent years
through ATM like machines in the issuing casino. 

Fortune Valley Casino has over the last five years used three different design TITOs shown below that dif-
fer only in minor changes in the text and text layout. 

Two casinos have closed within the TITO-issuing period to date:  Scarlet’s Casino (above) and Teller
House Casino (below); the Teller House Casino, which was only open about five months in 2005.  Yes this is the
same Teller House at the location mentioned and pictured in the Paper Money article. 

Three Casinos still operating in Central City continue to use tokens and/or coin and currency (in) to oper-
ate their slot machines:  Doc Holiday Casino, Dostal Alley Casino and Famous Bonanza Casino. These are all small
operations and may convert as time and finances allow.  In June 2010 a new casino opened in Central City, Johnny
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Jim Noll is the author of the just-published Ver. 2.01 of the TITO Collectors Catalog on CDRom in Word & PDF formats.  For more infor-
mation contact the author at jenca@pacbell.net
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Z's Casino, and it employs TITOs too.  The new Johnny Zs TITO is shown below.
In July 2009 betting limits at Colorado casinos were increased, casino hours were expanded and new table

games introduced. These revised rules hope to reduce casino failures and turnovers. 
TITOs as a currency substitute are a valid collectable that can be obtained by paying in $1 on the slot

machine and playing it down to a small amount and printing out a ticket to add to your collection, if you are lucky
you may see your $1 double or more as a winner then it is time to cash the ticket and enjoy your winnings. 

Thanks to Allen Banick and his www.cochips.com web site for research material used in preparing this arti-
cle.  Additional research material provided by E. Barker.                                                                                              v

Easy Street Casino (above) and Century Casion (below) are also using TITOs.

Two casinos have closed within the TITO-issuing period to date:  Scarlet’s Casino (above) and Teller House Casino (below).

Johnny Zs Casino is the most recent casino at Central City, and it employs TITOs too.
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